November 19, 2020

Celebrating Thanksgiving

#

9-1-1 Call Type

6

Fires

3

Explosion / No Fire

130

T

raditional Thanksgiving gatherings
with family and friends are fun but
can increase the chances of getting
or spreading COVID-19 or the flu. Follow
these tips to make your Thanksgiving
holiday safer.
The safest way to celebrate Thanksgiving
this year is to celebrate with people in
your household. If you do plan to spend
Thanksgiving with people outside your
household, take steps to make your celebration safer.

 Schedule a time to share a meal together virtually.
 Have people share recipes and show
their turkey, dressing, or other dishes
they prepared.
Watch television and play games with
people in your household
 Watch Thanksgiving Day parades,
sports, and movies at home.
 Find a fun game to play.
Shopping
 Shop online sales the day after
Thanksgiving and days leading up to
the winter holidays.
 Use contactless services for purchased items, like curbside pick-up.
 Shop in open air markets staying 6
feet away from others.

Thanksgiving Travel
Travel increases your chance of getting
and spreading COVID-19. Staying home is
the best way to protect yourself and others.

Consider Other Thanksgiving Activities
Host a virtual Thanksgiving meal with
friends and family who don’t live with
you

Traffic Collisions

0

Technical Rescue

5

HazMat

6

Service Calls

10

Lift Assists

1

Good Intent

23

Cancelled Calls

11

Alarm Activations

0

Severe Weather

0

Citizen Complaint

2

Miscellaneous

205

Total Calls
EMS Calls (1-week data)

Measurable

90%

NFPA

MFR

Alarm Handling

0:03:31

19.3%

19.3%

Turnout

0:01:30

58.9%

58.9%

Travel

0:08:14

25.6%

68.9%

Total Response

0:12:09

20.0%

48.9%

FIRE Calls (8-week data)
Measurable

90%

NFPA

MFR

Alarm Handling

0:01:24

66.7%

90.2%

Turnout

0:01:31

83.0%

86.8%

Travel

0:09:34

20.0%

46.0%

Total Response

0:10:30

32.1%

66.0%
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If you do travel

 Check travel restrictions before you go.
 Get your flu shot before you travel.
 Always wear a mask in public settings
and on public transportation.
 Stay at least 6 feet apart from anyone
who is not in your household.
 Wash your hands often or use hand
sanitizer.
 Avoid touching your mask, eyes, nose,
and mouth.
 Bring extra supplies, such as masks and
hand sanitizer.

EMS

8

Other Activities
 Safely prepare traditional dishes and
deliver them to family and neighbors
in a way that does not involve contact
with others (for example, leave them
on the porch).
 Participate in a gratitude activity, like
writing down things you are grateful
for and sharing with your friends and
family. (CDC.gov)

Construction - New and Tenant Improvement
Planning: Design Reviews
3
Plan Submittals
18
New Construction Inspections
19
Plans & Inspection Revenue
$2,721
Routine and State-Mandated
Inspections
2
Re-Inspections
2
Number of Violations
0
Routine Fire Inspection Revenue
$590
Code Enforcement
0
Business Licenses
Business License Inspections
0
Public Education
Public Education Presented
0
Public Education Attendees
0
Fire Investigations
Investigations
0
Development Fees
Weekly DIF
$4,884
Weekly DAF
$0
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Reach Training Continues

Thankful For a Life Saved
Engineer Macalinao accepts a flag donation from a grateful resident. Eleven years ago, three of Murrieta’s firefighters, Captain
Todd Bradstreet, Engineer Chris Brann, and Engineer Mike
Macalinao helped save the life of a resident in cardiac arrest. After
three electric shocks, a trip to Inland Valley Medical Center, and
then into Riverside, the resident recovered and has continually
shown his appreciation for a life he is blessed to live every day.

Congratulations to Karissa!

B

attalion Chief Steve Kean and
wife Sharon proudly announce the achievement of
daughter Karissa Brylski, who won
the Level 1 Amateur Seat Equitation Championship at the American Quarter Horse Association
(AQHA) World Show in Oklahoma
City this week. The AQHA show is
a pinnacle event in American
Quarter Horse competition and
the prestigious award is quite a
feat, especially considering it was
the first time she and her horse,
Huntin A Sweet Dream (aka
“Wes”), participated in the event.
Way to represent!

“Housekeeping!”
Firefighter/Paramedic Reginald Todd
and Engineer Garrick Eyman prepare
for annual station inspections.

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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Training Captain Eric Ackerman

EMS Coordinator Jennifer Antonucci

Throw Back to Basics: Ground Ladder Tip Placement

Hand Hygiene Decreases Mortality

FireEngineering.com • Oct 1, 2015 • By Brian Zaitz

JEMS.com • Sep 3, 2020 • By Rebecca Thorston

Ground
ladders
are
a
critical
part of
every
fireground.
The
ability
to correctly choose, deploy,
and operate on ground ladders is fundamental to civilian
and firefighter safety. When
deploying ground ladders, it is
important to think about
what their function will be,
one of which is the aboveground access and egress they
provide. Going beyond that,
other examples would be for
life safety and rescue and fire
attack/ventilation.

When ground ladders are
being placed to windows,
this is being done for vententer-isolate-search, victim
rescue, or possible firefighter egress. In all cases, the
ladder is being placed for life
safety. In addition, the ladder is going to a window that
has a (likely) 24- to 30-inch
drop from the windowsill to
the floor. For these reasons,
place the ladder tip at the sill
on the outside of the building, which facilitates easier
access off the ladder and
into the room, egress onto
the
ladder,
and loading
the
ladder
with a potential victim. If
MORE
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Hand hygiene is the most
important component to
reducing the spread of infection and is known in
healthcare as one of the
basic necessities. The current
recommendation for hand
hygiene is to wash hands
with soap and water when
visibly soiled, to use an anti-

germicidal hand
sanitizer or soap
and water before and after all
patient contact –
before and after
removing gloves
– and after having contact with
a known contaminant.
When utilizing
an alcohol-based hand sanitizer, the product should be
placed onto the hands directly and hands should be
rubbed together; all surfaces
should be covered, and hands
should be rubbed until the
hands feel dry. The entire
process should take approximately…
MORE

Management Analyst Dawn Morrison

Spilling the Beans: How Much Caffeine is Too Much?

Kari’s Law Made Easy

FDA.gov • Dec 12, 2018

RedSky911.com • Oct 15, 2020 • By RedSky Blog

Do you drink just one cup of
coffee or tea first thing in the
morning, hoping the caffeine
in it will jump-start your day?
Do you follow it up with a
caffeinated beverage or two
and then drink several more
cups of coffee throughout the
day?
Does it matter?
According to scientists at the
FDA, caffeine can be part of a
healthy diet for most people,
but too much caffeine may
pose a danger to your health.
Depending on factors such as
body weight, medications you
may take, and individual sensitivity, “too much” can vary
from person to person.
Learn more about caffeine in
the following questions and
answers.

MORE

While 2020
was already
on track to
be the year
of mobility,
no one anticipated
just
how
accurate this would become.
Everyone is suddenly remote
with no “return date” at the
end of the tunnel. Companies have begun to switch
mindsets. Temporary collaborative solutions are now
being revisited as necessary
permanent investments, and
as companies settle into this
“new normal” questions are
beginning to arise. If your
company has adopted new
collaborative communication
tools in order to accommo-
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date a remote workforce, this
question should be at the top
of your mind: Do our new
operations maintain compliance with federal legislation?
With the office being virtually
anywhere, collaborative communication systems work to
connect employees across
any distance. However, the
tools that allow us to collaborate must also work to keep
us safe and secure. That is
why the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has
developed new E911 regulations for all multi-line telephone systems across the
nation.
What does this mean? Simply, complying with this new
federal
E911
legislation
means…
MORE

